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Vessel Streaming

Liat Segal

Continual

Installation

All ages

None

4 days

Depends on the space



A location features hundreds of drinking glasses containing sea water. The glasses are 
positioned upside-down with their top edges on the surface, locking the water between 
each glass and the structure below. A concealed mechanism, made of multiple moving 
magnets, forms waves within the glasses. These waves and currents manifest an ephemeral 
representation of true data of vessel’s motion at sea. Geo-location information, collected 
from online sources, logs the positions of sea vessels that had passed through La Rochelle 
at least once during the months prior to the exhibition (March-April 2018). This information 
is mapped onto the cluster of glasses.

Simultaneously, in another place, machine-made paintings are created based on the 
same information, accumulating into a digital-analog visual archive. In contrast to the fluid 
geographical representation at the first place, this is a process of collection and preservation 
of data and history.

Description

Vessel streaming
- Installation fee: 3500€ 

Additional costs to be covered by the Promoter
- Travel for the artist from the Tel-Aviv (Israël)
- Freight costs depending on the destination
- Local transfers and transport to venue if required
- Accommodation 
- Per diem
- Payment of all local taxes
- Technical rider as provided by the company
- Local technical crew
- Insurance 
- Any translator costs

Provided by the artist
- motor
- painting machine
- table 
- glasses
To be noted: if out of France, you might need to build the table and collect glasses.
Please do not hesitate to contact us for further information about the costs.

Technical information
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